Automotive Atrocities: The Cars We Love to Hate by Eric Peters

The bathtub-like AMC Pacer. The operationally challenged Yugo GV. The supremely unsavory Chrysler TC by Maserati. These wheeled nightmares and many more are gleefully trashed by author Eric Peters. If the eyesores like the decal powered 1978 Ford Mustang II King Cobra dont make you howl, well, consider this the used car buying guide of your dreams. - Fright Club Motor Trend, November 2004

Automakers have foisted plenty of bad and even laughable cars upon an unsuspecting public over the years. Millions of people have been duped into buying mistakes-on-wheels, while millions more have been subjected to these cars after the new-car smell is gone, revealing only vehicular inadequacy. Automotive Atrocities: The Cars We Love to Hate is a truly distasteful collection of fake muscle cars, clown-car compacts, faux luxury cars, sales disasters, and other truly ugly and ill-conceived four-wheeled follies. Written for anyone who either unwisely decided or was forced against their will to drive an automotive atrocity, this book gives the motoring public the last laugh as everyones least-favorite cars are skewered in book form for the first time.
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* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:

I got this book for the pure joy of entertainment, and really this book is a must for any car nut. The really interesting thing is i owned three of the Automotive Atrocities mentioned in the book, and agree with everything that was said about them (The Mustang II, Dodge Omni, and Plymouth Reliant). Another car mentioned, my oldest sister owned,( The dreadful Chevy Vega) and needless to say, she would relate as well. What a laugh ad a half. The only thing is, he left out some truly hideous cars out such as the Edsel and the Corvair. However, for those of you who hated the book, get over it. I think it is funny, and will really bring back the memories, or
have you relive your nightmares of one of those lemons, whichever comes first.
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